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Abstract 
 
In the still-developing global medical community of the 21st century, the 
need for translation is rapidly becoming a prominent field.  Therefore, I 
oriented my thesis around this task.  After a semester of work on an English-
Japanese medical translation, a Japanese medical translator informed me my 
work was difficult to comprehend.  Curiosity drove me to determine what I 
could do to pursue a more successful translation in the future.  This report 
begins with an analysis of the medical evolution of America and Japan and a 
comparison of the two medical histories.  It explains the current medical 
culture in both nations with an example of how one medical case is 
perceived differently by doctors from each country.  Through an analysis of 
translation, it concludes that translation is only possible into one’s native 
language, and that one must have a background in translation to attempt the 
task.   It integrates the above aspects to express the explicit difficulties of 
medical translation, acknowledging that a translator must not only 
understand the languages but the cultures of each country to achieve a 
working translation.  Finally, it explains that through research, practice, and 
translation only into English, I can accomplish successful translations in the 
future.
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Dedication 
 
To the brave people of Japan, still standing strong, one year after the 
devastating earthquake and tsunami that struck the nation March 11, 2011.
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It Begins with an Idea 

 My two loves in life are culture and physiology.  Learning about various regions 

of the world, their languages, and the way individuals interact with others has fascinated 

me from the time I was a child.  The inner secrets of the human body, a story untold to 

most of the world, have captured my interest since that time, as well.  My college life has 

reflected these two foci; I have studied both East Asian Studies and Physiology.  What 

better way to integrate both fields into an honors thesis than medical translation? 

 My thesis process began with the article “Thrombin activity and platelet 

microparticle formation are increased in type 2 diabetic patients:  a potential correlation 

with caspase activation” by Dr. Zoe Cohen, Raoul F. Gonzales, Grace F. Davis-Gorman, 

Jack G. Copeland, and Paul F. McDonagh.  I picked it apart word by word, filed the 

words into a “Japanese Terminology Database” (Appendix A), and began my translation.  

After a semester of translation, I consulted with Dr. Noel Pinnington, a professor from 

the University of Arizona East Asian Studies Department, to see what a translator’s 

opinion of my first five months of work would be.   He introduced me to Kyoko 

Nakazato, a professional medical translator, who gave me commentary after reading over 

my work.  Nakazato explained in her notes (Appendices C and D) that my grammar was 

incorrect, my word choice was informal, and that some of my sentences did not make 

sense to a native speaker.  She explained that I did not know the basic constructs of 

Japanese medical papers:  I had not known, for instance, that titles in Japanese research 

papers always end with a noun.  She gave me examples of what my text should have said 

(see Appendix B for a comparison), and she informed me of my two most recurring 

mistakes:  my translation was grammatically incorrect, and my terminology was 
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inaccurate.  Terminology, she explained, is a problem even for seasoned translators such 

as herself.  “When I translate a medical paper,” she informed me, “I spend a lot of time 

reading similar papers written in [the] target language. I also ask experts.”  She and Dr. 

Pinnington explained that I was out of my league, so to speak, and that a translation from 

Japanese to English might better suit my abilities (Personal Communication, Nakazato, 

2011). 

 I considered options for a Japanese to English medical translation; however, I was 

advised against this course of action.  Due to time constraints, I was not able to begin a 

new translation project within the Physiology Department.  I decided, instead, to research 

my mistake in order to prepare myself for future projects of a similar nature. 

 Why not learn why my translation was not as plausible as I had thought?  An 

overview of each country’s medical history alongside research into the principles of 

translation could grant me valuable insight into why exactly my project had been in error.  

Medical and cultural differences meshed with the already difficult task of translation 

create a world in which one must strive to be at once an artist, a scientist, and a linguist.  

With this sentiment in mind, I will illustrate the social medical history of each country 

and follow with a brief overview of translation techniques.  I conclude by analyzing 

where I went wrong and what I should have done had I known what I do now. 
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Medical Histories 

 The developmental stories of American and Japanese medicine are remarkably 

different.  Vague similarities in folk medicine may lead one to believe otherwise, but the 

social background behind the development of medicine and the superstitious “native” 

medicine practiced by both early Westerners and early Asians are markedly different 

subjects. The societal aspects of medical development relate to translation more than the 

development of medicine itself:  since, in this century, Japanese and American medical 

treatment are on a par, it is, in my opinion, primarily the historical reasons for present 

medical decisions and research that truly have an influence on translation. 

 

Social Development of Western Medicine 
 
 Western medicine and its language can be traced back to ancient Greek 

civilization (500-30 B.C.) and ancient Roman civilization (27 B.C.-476 A.D.).  It was in 

the Greek era that a new approach to medicine was developed:  one that relied less on 

religion and more on anatomical and pathological research.  The Greeks recorded what 

they researched, and a far-reaching result of that documentation is our current, Greek 

root-laden medical language.  The equally important short-term outcome of those records 

was the adoption of Greek as the language of medicine during the Roman and Byzantine 

Empires.  Over the course of the Roman Empire, Latin developed, and researchers began 

recording their studies in this new language, as well.  These two languages paved the 

road for future medical developments in the West (McMorrow, 1998). 

 Despite major medical undertakings in the Middle East in the 7th and 8th centuries, 

the language there was more geared toward religion than science, and thus most of the 
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research gleaned from that area is in the form of Arabic documents that were at one point 

translated from original Greek and Latin texts (McMorrow, 1998).  When Europeans 

finally stumbled upon Greek and Latin originals, it was a huge medical find, and the two 

languages were once again esteemed—so much so, in fact, that Latin was adopted by the 

Western world as the official language of medicine.  Until the late Middle Ages, the 

entire Western European medical community could communicate through this common 

tongue.  As the Middle Ages ended, however, more resources for local education and 

publication were made available, and physicians began to write in their native languages 

to reach a closer audience (McMorrow, 1998). 

 It was with this history and the Middle Ages’ social castes as a backdrop that 

medicine developed in Great Britain.  Research and scholarship were esteemed in society, 

and, therefore, the title of “physician” was revered above that of “surgeon,” a profession 

regarded as lower-class because its members worked with their hands.  Those who 

worked in apothecaries were considered middle class, between surgeons and physicians.  

Class was, in fact, everything:  the late 18th century physician’s title was first and 

foremost a status symbol.  He was of a lower status than his clientele, and in his quest to 

mingle with high society, he did not serve the general populace, only the elite.  He set out 

for the sole purpose of pleasing his upper-class patients.  A physician had to have 

graduated from either Oxford or Cambridge, but he carried no medical degree to certify 

the skill set.  Furthermore, a doctor did nothing more than prescribe and hope his patients 

recovered for the sake of his status (Starr, 1982).  This situation in England was that 

which the first American settlers departed when they came to the New World. 
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 As can be gathered from the Declaration of Independence, the people of the 

emerging United States of America wanted very little to do with their Mother Nation.  

With few other role models, however, there were clashing ideas among doctors as to 

exactly what path they should take.  “Democracy” meant eliminating the class system 

that had entrapped English physicians in their societally prescribed roles; however, that 

idea meant that anyone could become a physician.  So, anyone who wanted to did.  As a 

result, doctors, laymen, traveling medicine men, and even the clergy were all effectively 

“doctors” until the late 18th century.  Although medical schools were established in the 

late 1700s to try to establish some amount of professionalism, lay healers were not 

punished for practicing their forms of medicine.  In fact, this democratic practice of 

medicine effectively created three different spheres of the field:  that of the household, 

the physicians, and the lay healers (Starr, 1982).  Within the household, the wife was 

responsible for the treatment of her family.  She used books that contained natural, herbal 

remedies and often denounced the legitimacy of the physician.  The distaste was mutual; 

physicians rebuked any naturalist methods, choosing instead to prescribe and perform 

surgeries (there was no surgical stigma in America due to the burgeoning democratic 

views of the new country).  The lay person was a mesh of the two:  although not limited 

to one household, he did not have an education beyond what he had given himself, and he 

used similar anti-physician books to those of the household.   Although these spheres did 

not agree in their methodology, the ability for them to coexist helped pave the way to 

spreading medicine to all Americans (Starr, 1982). 

 In the United States, the conversion to modern medicine began with the schools.  

The open market, open competition attitude within the new country, however, led to a 
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lack of significance of any individual school.  Universities in the 19th century were cheap 

and widespread.  The courses were not developed, and there was no set curriculum.  

Furthermore, since one could choose either simply paying a fee for a medical license or 

attending school, licensing provided competition against schools.  The choice between 

the two, and of course, the alternative to simply remain a lay physician and still receive 

work, created a field with too many “professionals” and too few clients:  in the 1800s, the 

population of doctors rose faster than the American population itself (Starr, 1982)!  The 

field, therefore, was not taken seriously. 

In the mid-1800s, Americans were introduced to hygiene, the stethoscope, the 

removal of religion from medicine, and the concept that “heroic medicine” (e.g., blood-

letting) truly was disastrous.  Students who had studied in Europe brought this 

information back to the United States, and in true democratic spirit, Americans had no 

interest in stopping the spread of the new knowledge.  As a result, science was made 

accessible to the public, and anyone was allowed to practice.  Medical licensing 

disappeared in the 1830s, and the State only had a say in malpractice cases.  American 

medicine developed in this manner until the population moved from small rural towns 

into the cities (Starr, 1982). 

With the advent of the city, the two largest advances of the late 19th century were 

in technology and in how hospitals and clinics were viewed.  Early United States doctors 

served a spread, rural population; it was not only hard to track doctors down, but it could 

be a few days before the patient could be seen even after a doctor had been contacted.  

Therefore, when cars and telephones were invented, doctors were among the first to own 

each.  They could receive calls and take appointments, and they could arrive at 
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appointments much more quickly.  This technology, combined with the compact structure 

of cities, allowed doctors to serve a wider population (Starr, 1982). 

Prior to the expansion of the city in America, hospitals were a feared place, 

associated with the mentally ill and with poor sailors whose “insurance” granted them 

hospital access and little more.  As cities began to quickly replace small towns, however, 

there was less room for a family to take care of its sick, and the need for hospital rooms 

rose dramatically.  This change began the shift to the hospitals of today, which led to a 

further increase in the number of competing doctors while also increasing their status in 

society (Starr, 1982). 

With this increase in the number of physicians and the prestige that was 

generated, standards needed to rise, as well.  In the early 1900s, many states tried again, 

this time successfully, to develop licensing laws to control those who desired to become 

doctors, and the American Medical Association (AMA) was re-formed after its initially 

unsuccessful start in the mid-19th century.  Physicians began to rely on each other in 

order to overcome malpractice suits and keep the less-educated, unlicensed doctors from 

rising.  Specialization and teamwork were encouraged instead of general medicine and 

competition.  Schools began to weed out the less educated by changing the structure of 

their programs, beginning with Johns Hopkins University in the 1870s.  Harvard and the 

University of Pennsylvania followed suit, and soon, the lower-level schools were losing 

their students to these newer, better programs.  The AMA began to enforce a set of 

educational standards for both entrance into and graduation from medical schools, and 

with the help of the muckraking journalists in the early 1900s, drove the programs with 
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dubious educational standards not only out of competition, but out of schools (Starr, 

1982). 

In the end, the democratic views of Americans prevailed, and competition was 

weeded out through laws and standards voted on by the people.  United States citizens 

perceive medicine in much the same democratic way today. 

 

Social Development of Japanese Medicine 

 Asian countries, such as Japan and China, have a very different historical tree 

than do most Western nations; that is to say, ancient Japan is now modern Japan, ancient 

China is now modern China, but ancient Greece is certainly not modern Greece.  While 

the Greeks were replaced with the Romans who eventually influenced the development of 

most of the Western European nations of today, as well as the United States, Japan has 

retained a distinct flavor that can be traced back entirely to itself.  Its medicine is no 

exception, and, therefore, it is no surprise that one of the earliest records of medicine in 

Japan can be traced back to the Kojiki, which, from the 8th century, is effectively the 

earliest available Japanese script.  In the Kojiki, legends account for pathology, but it is 

this document along with ancient Chinese scripts that are the Japanese equivalents to 

America’s Greek and Latin roots (Fujikawa, 1934). 

 Japan was and is a borrower, and the nation took its early ideas primarily from 

what they considered the center of the world, the “middle nation,” China (中国	 = middle 

+ nation).  The first medical manuscripts brought from China arrived in the 3rd century, 

and by the 6th and 7th centuries, Japanese scholars were sent abroad to see what else they 

could learn of medicine from the middle kingdom.  Korea, a way station between the two 
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nations, served as a knowledge hub, and Korean scholars who brought Chinese medicine 

to Japan effectively served as information deliverymen (van Hoof, 1998).  Buddhism was 

another Chinese import, and as a result, “…priests were the furtherers of the spiritual and 

material welfare of the people as the Christian monks were in the Middle Ages in 

England” (Fujikawa, 1934).  “Material welfare,” of course, included medicine, and so it 

was delegated to the Buddhist priests until the 18th century. 

As Latin was the common medical language of Europe, Chinese was the medical 

language of Korea and Japan.  Early schools provided Chinese instruction in medicine 

(which was Chinese in and of itself), and it was not until the Kamakura period (1185-

1333) that Japanese physicians began writing their research discoveries in Japanese.  In 

the Muromachi period (1334-1568), a full medical text was written in Japanese for the 

first time.  At that point, Chinese had already instilled itself into the Japanese way of 

writing, and thus its medical ideographs remain in the characters of modern Japanese 

medical terms (van Hoof, 1998). 

It was not until the mid-16th century that Japan saw any reason to take ideas from 

any country beyond China.  At this point, Japanese medicine already had exceptionally 

strong roots in Chinese and Buddhist culture, and added Western knowledge served to 

create the unique blend of Western medical practice and Eastern dogma that still exists 

today.  After the wars of the Muromachi period (1334-1568), wounded warriors began to 

study medicine.  Some of their studies were based around knowledge from the Jesuits 

who had arrived in Japan from Portugal in 1542 in the hopes of spreading the Word 

(Fujikawa, 1934).  Although the Shogun, his power seemingly threatened, quickly 

banned the religion of Christianity, the surgical techniques the Portuguese brought 
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remained.  In Japan, surgery was considered state-of-the art and not simply a craftsman’s 

job due to the manner in which it was introduced:  as a new, Western science (van Hoof, 

1998).  Surgical schools were founded alongside the hospitals that the missionaries set up 

for the poor, and this new technology flourished in Japan.  Although all of these 

developments were banned at the end of the Muromachi period, they paved the way for 

new advancements (Fujikawa, 1934). 

During these transitions, China remained the only true constant in Japanese 

medicine.  The greatest change from that initial influence occurred at the turn of the 17th 

century, when the Dutch began to trade with Japan.  The slow rate of Holland’s progress, 

however, illustrates Japan’s reluctance to step out from under its Eastern umbrella and the 

reason Westernized Japanese medicine still retains its Chinese flair.  

The Dutch were, for two centuries, the only European nation the Shogunate 

allowed to trade with Japan.  It was effectively a deal in which Japan could glean and 

copy Western knowledge but remain aloof, while the Dutch could access goods forbidden 

to others and sell them for a hefty sum (LaFeber, 1997).  In 1609, the first Dutch ships 

arrived at Hirado.  Their passengers were instructed to live only on an artificial island 

near Nagasaki called Deshima, where they were effectively freely imprisoned (van Hoof, 

1998).  Their interaction, limited primarily to translators, proved to be enough to begin 

the exchange of medical information.  Interpreters learned the language of medicine from 

the Dutch, and the Dutch were eventually allowed to set up small clinics in Nagasaki; 

information spread from both developments.  When the daimyos (feudal lords) learned of 

these exchanges, they sent their own men to retrieve knowledge from the Dutch (Bowers, 

1965).  It was up to the Dutchmen and the interpreters alone to teach Dutch medicine, in 
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which surgery was a primary focus, and it was not long before one of these teams became 

ambassadors to pre-modern Tokyo, at that time called Edo (Fujikawa, 1934).  The place 

of surgical and rational medicine in Japan was rising. 

In 1720, translation of Dutch books was authorized by the Shogun, and texts from 

Holland began to pour in, alongside a few from Germany.  While these books contained 

basic anatomy, a problem lingered that had concerned the Dutch physicians in Japan for 

years:  dissection was not allowed in accordance with Chinese-Confucian principles.  The 

Shogun relented, and bodies of executed criminals became available for use in dissection, 

but only if lower-class citizens performed the actual act.  Uneducated, they simply 

attempted to verify the older, Chinese versions of anatomy in exchange for human bile 

which they believed relieved stomach cramps.  It was not until the 1700s when the first 

attempts at rational dissection were made which proved the “new,” Dutch anatomy 

correct.  Maeno Ryoutaku and his colleagues participated in novel activities such as 

dissection and the translation of Dutch anatomical research, continuing to change the way 

medicine was perceived in Japan.  His anatomical translation led to more of the same, 

and by the turn of the 19th century, Japanese medicine was remarkably similar to that of 

the Dutch (Bowers, 1965).   

In the 1800s, the world of Japanese medicine began to recognize that many of the 

Dutch ideas it had received had derived from Germany, England, and France.  Physicians 

turned their attention to those countries, and it seemed as though Japan would continue to 

broaden its scope.  In 1840, however, the Shogun feared such knowledge would result in 

overthrow and banned most Western studies; in 1849, he expanded the ban to include 

medicine.  Until Matthew Perry opened Japan to the world in 1854, there was no 
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acknowledgement of Western medicine that did not occur behind closed doors (Bowers, 

1965). 

After Perry’s success in 1854, a number of advancements were made.  Pompe van 

Meerdervoort, a Dutchman, was granted permission to come to Japan to teach medicine.  

He was effectively the father of modern medicine in Japan, and after his successful 

efforts in teaching Japanese students, more Westerners were allowed to follow suit.  The 

precursor to Tokyo University, one of the best universities in the current nation, was 

founded in Edo in the late 1850s.  Twenty years later, the Shogunate collapsed, and 

medicine from Germany started to flood into the newly renamed Tokyo.  The sheer 

amount of information that came from Germany during this time period is the reason that, 

in today’s Japanese medicine, there are nearly as many terms with German roots as 

Chinese ones (Bowers, 1965). 

In the 1870s, Westernization of medicine became mandatory and enforced for all 

practicing doctors.  More schools opened in major cities in the early 20th century, more 

medical practitioners emerged from the schools, and a set of standards was developed for 

practice.  The schools followed a German plan, one based on research and lecture over 

actual clinical practice, and until the end of World War II, Germany continued to be a 

major influence on Japanese medicine (Bowers, 1965). 

Following World War II, America occupied Japan and thus exerted the most 

powerful influence on the rebuilding country.  The university system was changed 

slightly to accommodate American democratic ideals, and English terms further 

expanded Japanese medical dictionaries (Bowers, 1965).  Yet, it was the progress of 

single individuals rather than the democratic spirit that furthered medicine in Japan.  
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Years of influence from Holland and Germany and centuries of influence from China, 

combined with the Japanese spiritual and less-democratic attitude has made its medical 

world a very different system from what the United States had in mind. 

 

A Social Comparison 

America and Japan are each unique in their medical origins.  America’s medical 

roots are nearly entirely European, while Japan’s ancient roots stem from the East.  The 

United States’ Greek and Latin roots provide deep contrast to Japan’s strong Chinese 

influence.  Since these early historical developments provided disparate foundations on 

which each country would grow, they should be looked upon as only the beginning of the 

formation of widely different medical cultures. 

The evolution of medicine in America and Japan from the 18th century and 

onward differed mostly in its social structure.  Modern medicine in the United States is 

the product of English medical culture combined with new and deliberate democratic 

political ideas (Starr, 1982).  Modern Japanese medicine, on the other hand, resulted from 

centuries of interaction only with China meshed with a strong influence from Holland 

and Germany late in development (Bowers, 1965).  These distinctive influences account 

for many of the differences seen between the two countries today. 

The American struggle through a democratic society in which legitimate doctors 

and quacks practiced alongside one another did nothing to mirror the Japanese story of 

the Shogun’s isolationist ideals and power dictating exactly what medical knowledge was 

allowed into the country.  Moreover, although both countries were influenced by Western 

Europe from the 17th century onward, English and Dutch medicine revolved around 
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markedly different ideas and technologies.  English medicine, for instance, valued drugs 

and prescriptions (Starr 1982), while Dutch medicine focused primarily on the surgical 

art devalued by the British (Bowers, 1965).  Their respective pupils, America and Japan, 

learned from these examples to develop into the medical societies that exist today.  World 

War II provided another impetus for differences to arise:  while America was fighting 

Germany, Japan was working with and learning from the Third Reich.   

The outcome of all these differences?  Despite America’s tries late in the game to 

change the way Japan’s medical society functioned, the systems in the United States and 

Japan are inherently fundamentally and culturally distinct.  Two dissimilar cultures with 

individual and disparate histories, not surprisingly, resulted in two dissimilar medical 

cultures today. 

 

An Explanatory Comparison 

 Before elaborating on the techniques and difficulties of translation, not to mention 

the explicit technicalities of Japanese-English medical translation, it is important to 

explain a few aspects of the effects of the aforementioned differences in medical 

background.  One is simply terminological:  English tends toward the Greek and Latin 

roots, while Japanese terminology derives from whatever country happened to be its 

major influence at the time (i.e., China, Portugal, Holland, Germany, and eventually 

America).  Certain medications that are available in America are not endorsed in Japan, 

and vice versa.  For instance, in the treatment of nephrotic syndrome, the drug 

chlorambucil is prominent in the United States, but cannot be found in Japan (堺, 2002).  

Treatment, in general, differs greatly:  Japanese medicine was based primarily on 
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surgery, while American medicine relied on prescriptions, and the effect of that history 

has indeed left its mark.  For instance, Japanese antibiotics tend to be less potent than 

those in America:  years of prescription from apothecaries in America seem to have led to 

a medical society in which medicine is considered prior to other options.  Finally, 

medical ethics vary between the two countries. 

 Kitano (2007) states some key differences between Japanese and American 

medical structure in the article “What’s the Difference?  Comparison of American and 

Japanese Medical Practice.”  Due to the dissimilarities in history related above, even the 

most basic tenets of the healthcare system differ between the countries.  For instance, in 

America, a doctor must have an undergraduate degree followed by four years of medical 

school, and he must renew his license every few years.  In Japan, however, a doctor 

begins a six-year medical degree program immediately out of high school, and he 

receives a life-long medical license.  In the democratic, each-for-his-own American 

system, private practice, private firms, and private insurance found their way into society.  

Even in public institutions such as hospitals, a doctor’s pay is high due to democratic 

competition.  In Japan, however, reduction of costs is key:  hospital positions are paid 

strikingly less than private practitioners, and every citizen and visa holder in the nation is 

insured by the government.  In America, malpractice suits are common, and most doctors 

pay hundreds of thousands to protect themselves against lawsuits each year.  In Japan, the 

cost of insurance to cover malpractice suits is limited to several hundred dollars per year.  

Finally, medical records and bills in the two countries are nothing alike:  in America, the 

patient has a right to know and receive all information about himself, while in Japan, the 

patient must request to see specific information (Kitano, 2007).  All of these differences 
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stem from the history of both countries:  democracy versus the emperor and Shogunate, a 

European versus an Asian background, a very new country versus a very old one. 

 The following is an example of a medical situation that would be handled 

differently in America and in Japan.  “Ethics consultation is a service provided by an 

individual or a group to help patients, families, surrogates, healthcare providers, or other 

involved parties address uncertainty or conflict regarding value-laden issues that emerge 

in healthcare” (Nagao, 2008).  It is therefore a valuable place to look when searching for 

moral differences between nations’ healthcare systems.  The above quote and following 

example are from an article from the online journal BMC Medical Ethics (Nagao, 2008). 

 Two Japanese experts (one in medicine, one in ethics) and two American experts 

in the same fields participated in a study concerning the ethical treatment of a late-stage 

Japanese Alzheimer’s patient who had lived her whole life in Japan.  The patient was 

incompetent, and the concern was whether her life should be prolonged or if the patient 

should be placed in terminal/palliative care.  The patient was being cared for by her 

Japanese daughter-in-law.  Since the patient derived much of her life’s pleasure from 

food and could no longer eat, her daughter-in-law believed she had reached the end of her 

life.  The patient had a grandson, but he lived in America and showed no interest in 

caring for his grandmother.  Two dilemmas were present:  who is the surrogate for the 

patient, and should the patient be placed in terminal care? 

 Each expert filled out a questionnaire, and afterwards, each expert was 

interviewed.  Both the questionnaire and the interview were designed to determine each 

expert’s history and experience in past cases.  The experts then split into two teams:  a 

Japanese team and an American team.  Both teams came to agreement and presented their 
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results.  Finally, a follow-up interview was conducted.  All of the interviews were 

conducted in the native language of the participants. 

 Although both teams made it their goal to reach consensus among themselves 

first, indicating similarly collaborative processes, their solutions differed dramatically.  

The first dilemma, that of who the surrogate should be, was solved differently primarily 

due to legal issues in the two countries.  In America, since the grandson was a direct 

blood-relative of the patient, he legally had more sway in the situation than the daughter-

in-law.  Legally, his right to voice his opinion in the situation remained unless there were 

extenuating circumstances due to the democratic American system in both law and 

medicine.  The daughter-in-law wanted to contact the grandson, as well, so for both 

moral and legal reasons, the Americans recommended contacting the grandson to at least 

see if he could attempt to visit and help make a decision. 

 In Japan, there are no legal barriers against an in-law acting as the primary 

surrogate.  Since she had the closest relationship to the patient, she was naturally the one 

to speak on the patient’s part, undoubtedly due to the Buddhist nature and Chinese 

influence on Japanese ethics.  She understood the patient’s wishes, and therefore the 

Japanese team did not recommend that she contact the already uninvolved grandson. 

Medical recommendations differed, as well.  The American team’s advice was to 

place the patient on “comfort measures only.”  Since nutrition and hydration would be 

medically ineffective for an already incompetent patient, the American experts saw no 

reason to merely prolong her existence.  Only if the patient regained her ability to chew 

and swallow would they recommend feeding of any kind.  Ultimately, the patient could 
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be defined as end-of-life, and therefore resuscitation was not mandated.  The 

recommendation was palliative care (Nagao, 2008). 

The Japanese team, on the other hand, had to acknowledge a societal opposition 

to palliative care.  Due to an incident in which a corrupt doctor incorrectly declared a 

patient terminal and used his heart for a transplant, the Japanese population has had 

difficulties acclimating to the rise of palliative care (Kitano, 2007).  In Japan, therefore, 

there are only a few cases in which a patient can be placed in terminal care; those cases 

are limited to patients with illnesses such as cancer and AIDS (in which palliative care is 

covered by the mandatory national insurance).  Since Alzheimer’s is not one of those 

cases, the recommendation that nutrition and hydration were necessary in order to 

maintain somatic functions whether or not consciousness could be restored was societally 

necessary.  Furthermore, keeping the patient alive was seen as psycho-socially beneficial 

to the patient’s family:  as long as they wanted her alive, she should be kept alive. 

One more point merits mentioning:  the way each team viewed the patient’s 

grandson.  The American team consistently referred to the boy as “the grandson,” as they 

were looking at the case from the patient’s point of view.  The Japanese team, on the 

other hand, referred to him as the “son,” as they looked at the case from the daughter-in-

law’s point of view (Nagao, 2008). 

These discrepancies, no doubt a result of the profoundly different histories of both 

countries, give insight into just how different a situation can be in America and in Japan.  

Democracy means that everyone involved in a patient’s life has the right to speak, 

whereas in Japan, only the person closest to the patient needs to make a choice.  Although 
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both countries can provide adequate care options, the solutions speak volumes for the 

cultural discrepancies that might confuse a person from the other country.  

 

The Role of Translation 

 Information has never been able to travel faster than in today’s global society.  

There is, nevertheless, a limiting factor as to how fast research can be transmitted:  the 

language barrier.  Translation fills this role, and given the gross inaccuracies of current 

translation “machines” (e.g., Google Translate), live human beings are critical to the job.  

In fact, medical translation has existed almost as long as medicine itself:  Japanese 

scholars learned Chinese in order to learn Chinese medicine; Romans translated Greek 

and Arabic texts to increase their knowledge of the subject.  At any point in the history 

above, translation has served the role of filling the gaps and allowing wanted information 

to travel to a new and welcoming destination (McMorrow, 1998).  Since translation has 

and continues to play such an important role in medicine, one may ask how a translator 

goes about his job.  It has different requirements than any other career, certainly, and it is 

a position with which most of the world is largely unfamiliar. 

 “At the lowest levels of performance requirements, this function can be fulfilled 

by persons having a minimum knowledge of the languages involved, and no specific 

training.  But as requirements increase, performance problems arise:  comprehension 

problems, reformulation problems, technical problems” (Gile, 1995).  A translator may 

think himself capable of a job, only to find out the job is out of his reach entirely.  Worse, 

he may learn later that although the project was completed, his translation was sloppy and 
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a poor reflection of the original text.  To avoid these issues, a translator must have a few 

qualities that allow him to create a worthwhile translation: 

1) A translator must have a strong passive knowledge of the “source language;” that 

is, the language from which he is translating. 

2) A translator must have native speaker proficiency and a good (if not, great) 

command of the “target language;” that is, the language into which he is 

translating. 

3) A translator must have some knowledge of the subject of the material. 

4) “A translator must know how to translate” (Gile, 1995). 

5) A translator must understand the task he is undertaking (Reeves-Ellington, 1998). 

Below are some guidelines that help integrate the rules above into a real-life context. 

1)  A translator must have a strong passive knowledge of the source language. 

In order to translate, one must be able to comprehend the material one is reading.  

While the translator does not necessarily have to be fluent in the source language, a 

“strong passive knowledge” mandates he know enough to be able to interpret all of the 

material within.  Comprehension includes more than what is seen on the surface:  in any 

given text, there is a message and a package.  The message conveys the general meaning 

of the sentence, in other words, what the author wants the reader to understand.  The 

package, which the author may not even be aware exists, includes linguistic decisions, 

vocabulary, and page layout.  It conveys information about what the text is for, when it 

was written, and the author’s personality.  Both the message and the package are 

important for a translator to understand and be able to transmit for the sake of preserving 

the authenticity of the original text.  This concept, however, begs the question:  which is 
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more important, fidelity to content or fidelity to the linguistic aspect of a text?  The 

answer is not simple and is just one of the many challenges that a translator faces during 

an assignment (Gile, 1995). 

Comprehension of a source text requires the understanding that no two languages 

are isomorphic:  there is not necessarily a “right” translation for a specific word, and a 

literal translation may actually have the wrong implications.  More than one translation of 

a sentence may be correct, as is illustrated in an experiment reported by Gile in Basic 

Concepts and Models for Interpreter and Translator Training.  Each student in a class 

created a sentence to express the meaning of a picture in which one appears to be looking 

out at a sign from the passenger seat of a car that reads “Paris 50 km.”  Almost none of 

the students wrote the same sentence.  Answers included, “Fifty kilometers to Paris,” 

“We’ll be in Paris in 50 kilometers,” and “Paris is 50 kilometers from here.”  All are 

accurate depictions, and while some may be better for different circumstances, there is 

still room for a decision to be made.  A translator has the same choice:  given a sentence 

from a source language, there are a myriad of ways to express the sentence without 

changing its meaning.  Of course, fidelity to the packaging must still be considered in 

order to avoid adding or losing important information.  For instance, saying “We’ll be 

there in 50 kilometers” omits the fact that “there” refers to Paris but adds the idea that 

“there” is the final destination.  This “framing information” helps to deliver the meaning 

of a sentence by providing a background (Gile, 1995). 

 Then there is the problem of too literal a translation.  Gile’s example involves a 

translation gone wrong because of remaining cultural facets from the source text:  in 

Japanese, a polite statement is often delivered as a question.  For instance, “Arizona does 
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seem to be a warm state, doesn’t it?” is a more polite way of saying, “Arizona is hot.”  In 

English, on the other hand, a literal translation of this polite sentence may confuse target-

language readers who will believe an unnecessary question is being asked (Gile, 1995).  

Linguistic rules make a difference, as well.  In Japanese, pronouns are rarely used, but in 

English they are necessary, as evidenced by my decision to refer to my example 

translator as “he”.  Therefore, it is necessary to stray a little from a literal translation in 

order to avoid confusion in the target text (Gile, 1995).   

 A translator, therefore, must be able to comprehend all of the information in a 

sentence.  He must understand the meaning, the framing information, any personal 

information an author has embedded, and the cultural and linguistic rules that appear in a 

text.  While a translator can use dictionaries and extralinguistic knowledge as aids, it is 

still important for him to be able to understand what is being said—or at least understand 

the grammar of the language enough to glean the meaning from the sentence (Gile, 

1995).  This challenge is the first of many. 

2) A translator must have native speaker proficiency and a good (if not, great) 

command of the target language. 

Once a translator is positive that he can understand the text, he can begin to work. 

Due to the non-isomorphic nature of languages discussed above, it is apparent that 

decisions must be made.  How can a translator bring the meaning, the framing 

information, and the personal information into a working translation, much less 

successfully translate cultural idiosyncrasies into the target text?  He must have a good 

working command of the target language (Gile, 1995).  In a well-written translation, the 

material is not only accurate but palatable to the target audience, as if it had been written 
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in that language from the start.  “…Ideational clarity, linguistic acceptability, and 

terminological accuracy as well as fidelity…all contribute to high-quality translation, 

although…the weight given to them by individual rates may vary” (Gile, 1995).  The 

translator will need to weigh the importance of each textual facet he has understood 

before rewriting them in the target language. 

From the comprehension stage of translation, a translator knows what 

terminology must be translated, knows the style in which the text was written, and can 

search for extralinguistic information in order to determine what information may be 

“missing” from the source text due to differences in linguistic rules.  Through a good 

command of the target language, the translator can recreate the terminology, convey the 

correct textual style, and add missing pronouns, titles, and other missing words that must 

initially be gleaned from the extralinguistic information.  In order to ensure that all of 

these components are present in the translation, the translator must have native-speaker 

proficiency in that language (Gile, 1995). 

 In a study described by Gonzales-Davies (1998), students in a translation program 

translated a medical text and were graded on their work.  Medical specialists who 

reviewed the work found the accuracy of medical terms incredibly important, of course, 

but also found the coherence of the text critical.  The professor found the overall 

coherence of the text to be the most important part; no one can understand a text unless it 

is readable (Gonzales-Davies, 1998).  In fact, anyone who has read a poorly translated set 

of instructions from an imported product can relate:  without the cohesion that readers are 

used to, a text becomes infinitely harder to understand.  Integrating the various aspects 

mentioned above increases the challenge; for instance, one might include framing 
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information in a literal translation of a text.  This inclusion, however, may not be 

necessary if that framing information is intuitive to the reader.  If a book specifies 

Chicago, Illinois in Japanese, it is likely unnecessary to include “Illinois” in a translation 

geared toward Americans.  Americans would only think of Chicago, Illinois:  the framing 

information becomes a moot point (Gile, 1995).  Native-level proficiency is required, 

therefore, not just for an accurate translation but for a culturally and linguistically 

appropriate translation. 

3)  A translator must have some knowledge of the subject of the material. 

A translator must have enough knowledge of the subject material to translate the 

specific terminology included in the text—that much is intuitive.  How much, though, 

does the translator need to know?  Is basic knowledge of the material good enough?  Will 

having read a Wikipedia article on the subject suffice?  This question brings about the 

age-old translation debate of who is better:  the medically knowledgeable linguist or the 

linguistically knowledgeable translator?  Gile (1995) and O’Neill (1998) have different 

perspectives on the subject, but both conclude that at least some knowledge is necessary. 

Gile states that anyone willing to put in the time and effort to gain the 

extralinguistic knowledge (i.e., technical knowledge) mandatory to supplement their 

preexisting linguistic knowledge can create a working translation.   A doctor and a 

layperson have the same basic understand of grammar:  if a layperson is willing to 

expend the energy to parse through enough terminology, he can perform a basic 

translation that a doctor can then understand (Gile, 1998). 

While Gile focuses on the question from the point of view of a general translator, 

O’Neill covers the argument from both sides.  She acknowledges that it is important to 
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have a strong linguistic background in order to translate anything at all.  After all, a poor 

translation is largely glossed over by doctors.  Many source materials are poorly-written 

and difficult to read in the first place, lending to the argument that a linguist is a better 

candidate for the job:  doctors do not write for a living; if they are not fantastic writers to 

begin with, should they really be translating?  However, if a doctor has an adequate 

amount of linguistic knowledge and a reasonable amount of writing experience, O’Neill 

goes on to say, his experience in the medical field can be extremely beneficial in creating 

a solid translation.  Medical terminology can in and of itself be considered a language, 

she says, and having an adequate knowledge of medicine-specific phrases such as, “A 

patient presents with…” is invaluable.  Those terms and phrases are difficult to decipher 

even from careful research; thus, a doctor with a strong linguistic background has the 

potential to be the perfect translator (O’Neill, 1998). 

Truly, both sides of the coin are necessary.  Translation may mean actively 

practicing one’s nonnative language to reach fluency, or it may mean thoroughly 

researching a new topic.  One must not only comprehend the language but also 

understand the subject material to form a clear and sound translation. 

4) A translator must know how to translate. 

The idea may seem obvious, but translation itself is not intuitive.  Speaking a 

language and being able to translate it are not at all the same task, and both require a 

different, learned methodology.  Gile (1995) presents a guideline for professors to teach 

to their students:  break a passage into segments (single units), comprehend the unit, 

reformulate it in the target language, and revise.  Sometimes just comprehension can take 

a great deal of time, as the translator must know exactly what the segment means before 
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he can move on to the next phase.  Comprehension requires the creation of a “meaning 

hypothesis,” and then the reformulation of that hypothesis until it is one hundred percent 

accurate (Gile, 1995).  This step requires a translator to use both linguistic and 

extralinguistic knowledge—combining comprehension, knowledge of the subject, and 

research skills.  The hypothesis must be scrutinized to ensure it makes logical sense; only 

when the translator is sure of its meaning can he move forward.  Then, the segment must 

be reformulated into the target language.  Reformulation also requires adaptations and 

multiple revisions to make the target text flow naturally.  Every once in a while, clusters 

of translated segments (and eventually, the whole text) should be edited as a group in 

order to ensure the entirety of the document makes sense (Gile, 1995). 

This process seems simple, but when a translator has to ensure fidelity to the text, 

the style, and the terminology, it becomes quite the procedure.  Often, decisions must be 

made:  is it more important to retain style or framing information?  Can omissions be 

made to avoid redundancy, or is that untrue to the author?  Should the translator be true to 

a poorly-worded source text even if it means a poorly-written translation?  All of these 

questions and more require a translator to weigh the risk of his decisions against the 

potential loss a poor translation could cause.  This dilemma becomes extremely potent 

when considering instruction manuals for dangerous equipment:  if a translator takes a 

risk and the loss is great, the result will be deadly (Gile, 1995)! 

Knowledge of how to translate does not just come from the translator himself, but 

from the resources he uses.  Even when a person is fluent in two languages and has 

adequate background on the subject, some research will likely be required in order to 

avoid mistakes.  For instance, many languages have “loan words,” or terms adopted from 
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other languages; a sizeable number of Japanese medical terms are English words 

pronounced with a strong Japanese accent.  These terms are often misleading, as their 

meaning is not always exactly the same as the original word, and what should be an easy 

translation is often more difficult.  For instance, the Japanese word pronounced, “houmu” 

(sounds like “home” in English), does not mean a house but a platform at a train station.  

Dictionaries, online and textual resources, and other human beings should be consulted in 

order to avoid such misunderstandings and consequent mistakes (Lee-Jahnke, 1998).  

Furthermore, a text should be reviewed by an editor if at all possible before it is finished 

and submitted (Gile, 1995). 

5) A translator must understand the task he is undertaking. 

Finally, a translator needs to know what the assignment is, for whom he is 

translating, for what purpose he is translating, and what type of text the assignment 

involves.  As Reeves-Ellington states, it is important to ask questions.  A client may hire 

a translator without knowing that the translator needs certain aspects specified:  what is 

the purpose of the text?  Is the translation for the client, or is there a third party?  Should 

the translator translate from the point of view of the author, the client, or a third party 

target audience?  What are the specifications of the client and/or the third party?  Without 

understanding these stipulations, a translator can create a perfectly acceptable text for one 

situation that is completely inappropriate for the actual job.  It is important, Reeves-

Ellington notes, to create a contract that clarifies what the translator’s strategy for 

translation should be, creates specifications for the project, and allows the client to accept 

said specifications (Reeves-Ellington, 1998). 
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Aside from the obvious repercussions of a text falling short of what the client (or 

third party) expects, a translator must reconcile what the client, the author, and the third 

party reader want individually.  The viewpoints of each of these people can differ 

drastically, and the translator must still translate the text appropriately.  Naturally, 

remaining loyal to the author is important, but when such fidelity can make the target text 

difficult for a reader to understand, where must the translator draw the line?  That answer 

depends on for whose purposes the text is being translated.  Further complicating the 

issue is the case where a third party wants a perfect translation while the client simply 

wants the work finished quickly (Gile, 1995).  Reeves-Ellington’s solution to such 

problems is to educate the client:  by asking what the specific requirements were, asking 

for more information, and informing the client of what she needed, she was able to not 

only better a medical translation project but to secure future employment with the same 

client (Reeves-Ellington, 1998). 

Furthermore, there are already established requirements in the field of medicine.  

If the author is required to follow such guidelines (e.g., in a research paper), the translator 

must be loyal enough to the text for those requirements to appear in the translation.  

Reeves-Ellington goes so far as to say it is the translator’s responsibility to point out to 

the author and/or the client if a text did not meet the requirements initially.  The translator 

will save everyone some pain by minimizing the editing process, and a better source text 

with a better translation will result (Reeves-Ellington, 1998). 
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Medical Translation 

The differences in history and in culture combined with the already difficult task 

of translation to create a distinct scenario:  that of medical translation.  While most of the 

difficulties inherent in translation are discussed above, a few particular to medical 

translation have been left unmentioned. 

Treatment options in America and in Japan are vastly different due to centuries of 

development around two separate cultures.  America is a prescription-based society, 

brought on by centuries of medicine men trying to create cure-alls, while Japan prefers 

lifestyle changes, an edict in Buddhism for a healthy life.  A translator familiar with one 

medical culture but not the other may misunderstand an original text due to preexisting 

medical assumptions, educated though he may be.  A set viewpoint in one country is 

rarely acknowledged openly in a text, and if a translator is unaware of the viewpoint, the 

source text may not make sense.  A translator must then commit to researching the topic 

in order to make sense of the conflicting information (Gile, 1995). 

Ethically, each country is different:  in the Alzheimer’s example, the doctors from 

America and Japan each looked at the case from a different perspective.  Since each 

country automatically looked at the people involved from a different angle, a translator 

would likely find difficulty retaining both the terminology and the underlying message 

when translating a text written by either team.  How could he convey to an American 

team that “son” does not refer to the Alzheimers patient’s deceased son, but to her living 

grandson in America?  Would the translator keep the literal “son” or change it to 

“grandson” in the new translation?  When cultural differences emerge, attempting to stay 

true to the source text while making sense to the reader becomes a challenge (Gile, 1995). 
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The fact that the teams’ ideal treatments were different in this case study shows a 

deep moral variance between the two countries that needs to be reconciled before a 

translator can work.  Even after the translator has unearthed the intricacies of the 

differences in ethics, he is faced with the challenge of communicating a message with an 

inherent set of values to an audience with a different set.  How can he explain to an 

American reader the fact that a patient with no chance of regaining consciousness is not 

considered a candidate for palliative care without mentioning a similar case study?  In a 

Japanese research paper, no such explanation would be provided.  A translator must then 

make a decision as to how to explain to an American audience that keeping the patient 

alive is a must, not an option, in Japan without deviating too far from the original text. 

 Medical translation, then, requires a translator to think beyond his knowledge of 

medicine in one country and truly understand the medical history and culture of both 

countries.  An understanding of medicine, language, and culture is required in all cases 

(O’Neill, 1998). 

 

My Project 

 Unfortunately, when I sat down to attempt my very first medical translation, I 

knew little of the above.  I had accomplished some guided translation for an 

undergraduate class, and so I had a grasp on the basic methodology, but I failed to realize 

exactly how difficult medical translation would be. 

 My biggest mistake was attempting to translate out of my native language, 

English, into Japanese.  As all experienced translators warn, translating into a non-native 

language is nearly impossible.  A second-language speaker can certainly comprehend and 
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communicate in that language; however, his command of the language will likely never 

be strong enough to form stylistically correct, terminologically accurate texts.  Most 

English-speakers have witnessed this problem first-hand in poorly translated instructions 

manuals, signs in foreign countries, and articles online.  The website “www.engrish.com” 

is amusing for that reason:  it is a collection of signs, instructions, products, and more that 

make use of absolutely abhorrent English (Engrish, 2012).  One should always translate 

into one’s native language, and one should ensure an editor is available to clean up any 

leftover mistakes (O’Neill, 1998). 

 When I began my project, I had no clear guidelines (such as those parameters 

listed above) as to how to form a coherent translation.  One-word-at-a-time is not a good 

way to translate, especially when grammar and coherence are at stake.  Although I have a 

strong command of the English language and a preexisting knowledge of medicine with 

which I could easily comprehend the source text, I had no idea how to effectively 

translate it into Japanese.  I undertook a project whose requirements I did not fully 

understand and chose to translate to a language into which I should not have been 

translating.  

 

Backwards is Better 

 Why could I not accomplish this translation?  Nakazato explained that she 

researches texts to understand how to properly translate a medical subject.  That research 

is not difficult or particularly time-consuming when one has native-level fluency in a 

language.  I could have easily researched the topic in English, read English medical 

papers to understand the terminology, and created a solid translation.  In Japanese, 
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however, it takes me longer to read through such material; I can understand it, but the 

sheer amount of time it takes to do so would have made my assignment infeasible to do 

in one year. 

 Secondly, my grammar was at times unreadable, and even with help from 

Japanese professors it would have been difficult to generate a coherent document.  When 

I communicate in Japanese, I am given leeway for being a non-native speaker.  In writing 

a medical document, those mistakes are not forgivable.  My understanding of grammar 

and my ability to create grammatical English sentences is, naturally, much stronger.  

Furthermore, choosing the correct Japanese expressions was another weakness of my 

paper; in English, I have a greater ability to generate a correct term or phrase.  

Additionally, my medical terminology is sounder in English, and my ability to find the 

correct medical term using my resources is superior. 

 It is not just a matter of translation techniques.  The history above should provide 

ample amount of material for understanding that Japanese and American medical systems 

are, themselves, different.  Their medicine developed in different ways, their physicians 

learned material from opposite sides of the world, and their scientists cooperated with 

entirely different countries in medical advancements until after WWII.  Japanese medical 

loan words often have Dutch and German roots, and even the English ones are 

pronounced differently enough to be difficult to decipher.  Moreover, the cultural 

differences between American and Japanese medicine create another set of challenges.  I 

understand the cultural discrepancies between America and Japan, and it is not difficult 

for me to accommodate cultural differences when translating from Japanese to English.   

In an English-to-Japanese translation, however, I would not be able to make the 
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necessary adjustments and explanations.  Working from Japanese to English, I can see a 

strange stylistic or cultural remnant in the Japanese text and make it appropriate to the 

language and culture that I better understand. 

 

Conclusion 

 America and Japan are two of the most prominent countries in the early 21st 

century; yet, they are undeniably and fundamentally distinct.  In all aspects, the nations 

demonstrate differences, and although both have made huge contributions to medicine, 

their individual medical histories and current medical culture keep them from easily 

understanding each other.  Linguistic barriers add to the differences between the nations, 

giving a medical translator a task unlike any other:  translating language, technical terms, 

and assumptions inherent in the cultures themselves. 

 A translator must understand the language and culture of both of these nations to 

properly translate a text.  The translator must translate into his native language to ensure 

success, and he must be equipped with the knowledge not only of how to translate but of 

the material he is translating.  

 My project was unsuccessful because I was unaware of many of the challenges 

that await a translator beginning a project.  Had I chosen to translate a Japanese paper 

into English, my project would likely have progressed more successfully.  After having 

taken the time to understand the story behind the medicine of each nation along with the 

basic tenets of translation, however, I do not want to think about what my project could 

have been.  My mistake has prepared me in a way I would not have imagined possible a 

year ago:  I now understand two rich medical cultures, have acquired a deeper 
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understanding of translation techniques, and have found a way forward.  In the future, I 

will look to medical translation from Japanese to English, and I will have a better basic 

idea by which to begin taking the steps necessary to pursue that goal. 
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Appendix A:  Table of Japanese and English Medical Terms 
 

English 
Term 

Part of 
Speech Japanese Term Hiragana Transliteration 

Part of 
Speech 

activate verb 活性化する かっせいかする kasseikasuru suru-verb 
activation noun 活性化 かっせいか kasseika noun 
active form noun 活性製 かっせいせい kasseisei noun 
activity noun  活性 かっせい kassei noun 
adhesive-
ness noun 凝集能 ぎょうしゅうのう gyoushuunou noun 
adhesive-
ness noun 制御性 せいぎょせい seigyosei noun 
aggregate, 
agglut-inate verb 凝集する ぎょうしゅうする gyoushuusuru verb 
aggre-
gation noun 凝集 ぎょうしゅう gyoushuu noun 
also adverb ーも ーも -mo particle 
alter verb 変更する へんこうする henkousuru suru-verb 

apoptosis noun 
プログラム細胞死

； アポトーシス 
プログラムさいぼうし

； アポトーシス 

PUROGURAMUsa
iboushi; 
APOTOSHISU noun 

assemble verb 組み立てる くみたてる kumitateru ru-verb 
associa-tion noun 関わり かかわり kakawari noun 
attachment noun 付着 ふちゃく fuchaku noun 
author noun 著者 ちょしゃ chosha noun 
bio-
physical adjective 

生物物理学的（な

） 
せいぶつぶつりがく

てき（な） 
seibutsubutsurigaku
teki(na) 

na-
adjective 

biophysics noun 生物物理学 せいぶつぶつりがく seibutsubutsurigaku noun 
blood noun 血液 けつえき ketsueki noun 
but, 
however 

conjunc-
tion しかし;  -が しかし;  -が shikashi, -ga 

conjunction
; particle 

but, 
however 

conjunc-
tion ーが； しかし ーが； しかし -ga; shikashi 

conjunction
; particle 

caspase noun カズパーゼ n/a kazupaaze noun 
cell noun 細胞 さいぼう saibou noun 

cellular adjective 細胞性（の） さいぼうせい（の） saibousei (no) 
adjectival 
noun 

cerebro-
vascular adjective 脳血管の のうけっかんの noukekkan 

adjectival 
noun 

cleave verb 切断する せつだんする setsudansuru suru-verb 
coagula-
tion noun 凝固 ぎょうこ gyouko noun 
combina-
tion noun 組み合わせ くみあわせ kumiawase noun 
 
complex noun 複合体 ふくごうたい fukugoutai noun 
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complica-
tion noun 合併症 がっぺいしょう gappeishou noun 
component noun 成分 せいぶん seibun noun 
concentra-
tion; level noun 濃度 のうど noudo noun 
conclude verb 結論を下す けつろんをくだす ketsuron wo kudasu expression 
condition noun 状態 じょうたい joutai noun 
contribute 
to 
(influence) verb 影響を与える えいきょうをあたえる eikyouwoataeru verb 
control noun 対照 たいしょう taishou noun 
control verb 制御する せいぎょする seigyosuru suru-verb 

coronary adjective 冠状の かんじょうの kanjouno 
no-
adjective 

correlation noun 相関 そうかん soukan noun 
death noun 死去 しきょ shikyo noun 
definition noun 定義 ていぎ teigi noun 
demon-
strate verb 示す しめす shimesu u-verb 
diabetes noun 糖尿病 とうにょうびょう tounyoubyou noun 
diabetic 
(person) noun 糖尿病患者 

とうにょうびょうかん

じゃ tounyoubyoukanja noun 
disease noun 病 やまい yamai noun 
dose noun 用量 ようりょう youryou noun 

due to 
preposi-
tion （に）伴う （に）ともなう (ni)tomonau u-verb 

due to 
preposi-
tion （の）おかげで n/a (no)okagede preposition 

elucidate verb 解明する かいめいする kaimeisuru suru-verb 
evidence noun 証明 しょうめい shoumei noun 
evidenced verb 証明する しょうめいする shoumeisuru suru-verb 
express verb 発現する はつげんする hatsugensuru suru-verb 
factor XI noun 第 XI 因子 だい XI いんし dai XI inshi noun 

fibrinogen noun 
繊維素原; フィブ

リノゲン せんいもとはら； n/a 
sennimotohara; 
FIBURINOGEN noun 

formation noun 形成 けいせい keisei noun 
glucose noun グルコース n/a GURUKOUSU noun 
heart noun 心 こころ kokoro noun 
however, 
but 

conjunc-
tion しかし;  -が しかし;  -が shikashi, ga 

conjunction
; particle 

however, 
but 

conjunct-
tion ーが； しかし ーが； しかし -ga; shikashi 

conjunction
; particle 

humans; 
people noun 人間 にんげん ningen noun 
hyper-
coagulable adjective 凝固性亢進 ぎょうこせいこうしん gyoukoseikoushin noun 
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hyper-
function noun 機能亢進 きのうこうしん kinoukoushin noun 
hypersensit
iviy noun 過敏症 かびんしょう kabinshou noun 

	  

incidence noun 出現率； 発生率 
しゅつげんりつ； は

っせいりつ 
shutsugenritsu; 
hasseiritsu noun 

include verb 含める ふくめる fukumeru verb 
increase noun 増加 ぞうか zouka noun 
insight noun 洞察 どうさつ dousatsu noun 
interrela-
tionship noun 相互関係 そうごかんけい sougokankei noun 
intra-
cellular adjective 細胞内 さいぼうない saibounai 

no-
adjective 

investi-
gator noun 調査員 ちょうさいん chousain noun 
know verb 理解する りかいする rikaisuru suru-verb 
leaflet noun リーフレット n/a RI-FURETTO noun 
level noun レベル； 水準 n/a； すいじゅん REBERU; suijun noun 
level; 
concentra-
tion noun 濃度 のうど noudo noun 

marker noun マーカ；（標識） n/a； （ひょうしき） 
MAAKA; 
(hyoushiki) noun 

mechan-
ism noun 機序 きじょ kijo noun 
mechan-
ism noun 機構 きこう kikou noun 
membrane noun 幕 まく maku noun 
micro-
partical noun 微小粒子 びしょうりゅうし bishouryuusi noun 
myo-
cardial 
infarction noun 心筋梗塞 しんきんこうそく shinkinkousoku noun 
myo-
cardium noun 心筋 しんきん shinkin noun 

next 
preposi-
tion 次は； 次に つぎは； つぎに tsugiha; tsugini preposition 

obesity noun 肥満； 肥満症 
ひまん； ひまんしょ

う himan; himanshou noun 

outer adjective 外側 そとがわ sotogawa 
no-
adjective 

patient noun 患者 かんじゃ kanja noun 
people; 
humans noun 人間 にんげん ningen noun 

peripheral adjective 周辺（性）の しゅうへん（せい）の shuuhen(sei)no 
adjectival 
noun 
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person noun 人 ひと hito noun 
phospha-
tidylserine noun 

ホスファチジルセ

リン n/a 
FOSUFACHIJIRU
SERIN noun 

plasma 
membrane noun  原形質膜 げんけいしつまく genkeishitsumaku noun 
platelet noun 血小板 けっしょうばん kesshouban noun 
population noun 人口 じんこう jinkou noun 
possibility noun 可能性 かのうせい kanousei noun 

potential adjective 潜在的（な） せんざいてき（な） senzaiteki(na) 
na-
adjective 

problem noun 問題 もんだい mondai noun 

protein noun 蛋白； 蛋白質 
たんぱく； たんぱ 
くしつ 

tanpaku; 
tanpakushitsu noun 

pro-
thrombin noun プロトロンビン n/a PUROTORONBIN noun 
rat noun 鼠 ねずみ nezumi noun 
relationship noun 関係 かんけい kankei noun 
report verb 報告する ほうこくする houkokusuru suru-verb 
researcher noun  研究者 けんきゅうしゃ kenkyuusha noun 
review verb 検討する けんとうする kentousuru verb 
severe adjective 厳しい きびしい kibishii i-adjective 
signifi-
cance noun 意義 いぎ igi noun 
stimulant/ 
stimu-
lating agent noun 刺激剤 しげきざい shigekizai noun 
study; 
research noun 研究 けんきゅう kenkyuu noun 
suffer verb 苦しむ くるしむ kurushimu u-verb 

thrombin noun トロンビン n/a TORONBIN 
Noun 
 

thrombo-
embolic 

 
adjective 血栓塞栓（症）の 

けっせんそくせん（し

ょう）の 
kessensokusen(sho
u)no 

no-
adjective 

thrombotic adjective 血栓（性）の けっせん（せい）の kessen(sei)no 
adjectival 
noun 

thrombotic 
event noun 血栓事象 けっせんじしょう kessennjishou noun 
type noun 型； タイプ n/a kata; taipu noun 
type II 
diabetes noun II 型糖尿病 

II けいとうにょうびょ

う Iikeitounyoubyou noun 

uncertain adjective 不明（な） ふめい（な） fumei(na) 
na-
adjective 

unclear adjective 曖昧（な） あいまい（な） aimai(na) 
na-
adjective 

underlie verb 基礎となっている きそとなっている kisotonatteiru suru-verb 
understand verb 理解する りかいする rikaisuru suru-verb 
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various adjective さまざまな さまざまな samazamana 
na-
adjective 

vascular adjective 脈管の； 血管の 
みゃっかんの； けっ

かんの 
myakkanno; 
kekkannno 

adjectival 
noun 

von 
Willebrand 
factor noun 

フォン • ビルブラ

ント因子 n/a 

FON • 
BIRUBURANTO 
inshi noun 

whether 
conjunct-
tion かどうか かどうか kadouka expression 

(Terminology translated using the following medical dictionaries:  Ahlström 2012, 
Stedman, 1992, 大井 1997) 
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Appendix B:  Title and Portion of Abstract of “Thrombin activity and platelet 
microparticle formation are increased in type 2 diabetic patients:  a potential correlation 
with caspase activation” in English, my Japanese, and Nakazato’s Japanese 
 
 
 
Original English Text: 
 
Thrombin activity and platelet microparticle formation are increased in type 2 diabetic 
platelets:  a potential correlation with caspase activation 
 

Diabetics suffer from many complications including a prothrombotic condition. 
Activated platelet membrane provides an anchor, phosphatidylserine, for the attachment 
of the prothrombinase complex, which allows increased thrombin formation.  This study 
aimed to further elucidate the interrelationship between coagulation proteins and 
activated platelets in type 2 diabetic blood.  We found that there was a significant 
increase (30 Â ) in thrombin activity in the type 2 diabetic (ZDF) blood as compared to 
age-matched (ZL) controls ( p < 0.001).  There was also a significant increase in the 
number of platelet microparticles in the type 2 diabetic rat compared to the lean control 
( p < 0.001).  Further, there were significant increases in caspase-3, -6, and -8 activities in 
the type 2 diabetic rats as compared to the lean controls ( p < 0.05).  The combination of 
increased thrombin activity, increased PMP formation and increased caspase activity may 
contribute to the hypercoagulability of the diabetic blood.  These results give more 
insight into the mechanisms underlying the interrelationship between diabetic platelets 
and coagulation proteins causing a prothrombotic condition in this patient population at 
increased risk from thromboembolic events. 
	  
	  
 
My Translation: 
	  
II 型糖尿病の血小板でトロンビンの活性と血小板の形成はで増加される：カズ

パーゼのアクティベーションの潜在的な相関	 

	  
糖尿病はさまざまなプロトロンビンの状態を含めて合併症に苦しんでいる。

トロンビンエースの複合体の付着するために、活性化した血小板の幕はフォスフ

ァチジルセリンという固定を与えて、トロンビンの形成が増加することが出来る。

この研究は II 型糖尿病の凝固した淡白と活性化した血小板の相互関係がもっと

解明する目的があった。年齢をマッチした	 (ZL)	 対照と比べて II 型糖尿病	 

(ZDF)	 の血液のトロンビンの活性に意義がある増加	 (30	 Â	 )	 のことを発見した	 

(	 p	 <	 0.001)。リーン対照に比べて II 型糖尿病鼠に血小板の微小粒子数に意義

がある増加もあった	 (	 p	 <	 0.001)。	  
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Nakazato’s Translation: 
	  

２型糖尿病血小板におけるトロンビン作用と血小板マイクロパーティクル

形成の増加――カスパーゼ活性化との潜在的相関関係	 

	 

糖尿病は多岐にわたる合併症を伴うが、そのなかに、血栓の形成を亢進させる症

状がある。血小板細胞膜は活性化すると、フォスファチジルセリンを露出させる。

これがプロトロンビナーゼ複合体を付着させるアンカーとなり、血栓形成が促進

される。本研究は、２型糖尿病血液における、凝固タンパク質と活性化血小板と

の相互関係をさらに解明することを目的としている。２型糖尿病の（ZDF）血液

を年齢適合（ZL）対照群に比較したところ、トロンビン活性において有意な増加

（30	 x）が見られた	 (	 p	 <	 0.0001)。	 
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Appendix D:  Translation of Nakazato’s Comments (Suggested Translations Omitted) 
 
 
1)  It is better to end titles with a noun. 
 
2)  The first sentence is strange.  The subject is a person, so it might be better to define it 
as such.  However, it’s rare to make a person the subject in a Japanese thesis, so using 
just the disease name might be okay.  Also, 苦しんでいる sounds a little too much like 
spoken language for a doctor’s paper.  Furthermore, when first explaining “prothrombotic 
condition” (what comes after “including), it’s better not to change the word order in order 
to preserve the flow of the original. 
 
3)  In this sentence, the meaning is not preserved.  The reason is because the grammar 
does not carry the meaning, and the terminology is not accurate. 
 
4)  If you don’t use such phrases as (Japanese examples), there is no reason for the 
sentence to be there. 
 
5)  age-matched control group = 年齢適合対照群,  
This sentence is difficult to understand. 
 
6)  Significant is, in statistical terminology, translated as有意な（増加). 
 
7)  (Japanese translation of “Lean Control Group”) 
 
8)  Translating mechanism as機序 is best.  Also, I really can’t understand this sentence.  
Give	  more	  insight	  into	  the	  mechanisms	  ～	 =	  ～の機序への理解を深める、とか。
at	  increased	  risk	  ＝高いリスクに晒されている,	  etc. 
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